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Abstract This study focuses on the interaction between prosody and syntax in the 

interpretation of single negation and Double Negation in two Negative Concord 

languages, namely Catalan and Spanish. By means of two perception experi-

ments, we investigate the role of two major formal conditions in the interpretation 

of Double Negation in Catalan and Spanish answers to negative wh-questions: (a) 

their intonation; and (b) their syntactic structure, which contain n-words such as 

Catalan ningú ‘nobody’ or Spanish nada ‘nothing’. The results reveal that (i) syn-

tax and prosody interact: prosodic contours enhance processing of syntactic struc-

tures; (ii) isolated and preverbal n-words may convey DN interpretations when 

associated with a special intonation; and (iii) Catalan and Spanish hearers show 
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form-meaning preferences between syntactic forms and prosodic contours: inter-

estingly, hearers do not reject marked forms that should be discarded by a theory 

of grammar that only takes into account syntactic constituents and their merging 

possibilities according to their formal features, but they interpret them in the only 

way they can be interpreted, as a presupposition denial.

Keywords Double negation · Syntax · Prosody · n-words · Negative concord 

languages · Catalan · Spanish

1  Introduction

The present paper empirically investigates the role of two major factors in the 

interpretation of DOUBLE NEGATION (DN) in Catalan and Spanish answers to nega-

tive wh-questions: (a) their intonational contour; and (b) the syntactic differences 

in the responses containing n-words (Laka 1990), such as Catalan/Spanish 

ningú/nadie ‘nobody’, res/nada ‘nothing’, either in isolation or in preverbal posi-

tion of complete single clauses.1 In particular, we examine under what circum-

stances sequences such as those in (1) are interpreted as correcting and cancelling 

some contextually salient assumption when combined with an appropriate intona-

tion contour. These sequences contain, respectively, the isolated Spanish nadie

‘nobody’ and the preverbal Catalan ningú ‘nobody’. These items carry a rising 

pitch accent associated with the stressed syllable followed by a low-rising bound-

ary tone on the posttonic syllables (L + H* L!H% in Cat_ToBI and Sp_ToBI). 

See (1)a–b in contrast to (1)a’–(1)b’, which show a rise-fall pitch contour consist-

ing of a rising pitch accent followed by a final fall boundary tone (described as 

L + H* L%).2

1The term n-word, for negative word, was coined by Laka (1990) to refer to nominal and adver-

bial constituents that appear in Negative Concord languages (Giannakidou 2007). It should be 

noted that these n-words need not be morphosyntactically negative, as happens to be the case, 

according to their Latin etymology, for three of the four n-words of our study:

2For simplicity, we only introduce isolated n-words in Spanish and preverbal n-words in Catalan 

at this point. Later in the text, we broaden the set of data for the two languages.
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(1) a.

b.

SPANISH a’.

Nadie.

nobody

‘Everybody.’

Nadie.

nobody

‘Nobody.’

CATALAN b’.

Ningú     no ha  menjat postres.

nobody  not has eaten   dessert

‘Everybody ate dessert.’

Ningú no ha   menjat postres.

nobody not has eaten   dessert

‘Nobody ate dessert.’

In (1) it is shown that combining in oral speech Spanish nadie and Catalan 

ningú with the specific fall-rise final intonation (which we will call contradiction 

contour) associated with contradictory statements may convey a positive mean-

ing (see Espinal and Prieto 2011). Hence, the n-words in (1) a–b are translated 

as meaning ‘everybody’. The question is how a positive reading for n-words may 

arise in these contexts.

As standardly understood, DN is compositionally obtained when two negative 

elements cancel each other out (Horn 1989). Hence, DN readings appear when 

more than one negation is computed by the semantics, and is conceived as the out-

put of applying the law of DOUBLE NEGATION ELIMINATION (i.e. p can be inferred 

from ⇁⇁p).

If the n-word is not associated with a contradictory intonational contour, as in 

(1)a’–(1)b’, a single negation interpretation is preferred. This is because Spanish 

and Catalan are Negative Concord (NC) languages that allow constructions with 

multiple negative expressions that establish a concord relation with each other. In 

this type of languages DN is expected neither for isolated n-words nor for n-words 

that combine with the negative adverbial marker no ‘not’ within the domain of a 

single sentence.3 Hence, the examples in (1)a–b are still to be accommodated in 

theories of NC.

A note of clarification should be made in this respect: DN in this study will 

not be regarded as the output of composing two instances of a negative marker 

(i.e. the output of an iteration operation that cancels a negation that works twice; 

see de Swart and Sag 2002), as is standardly the case when in Romance we 

encounter a negative marker in the main clause and a second negative marker in 

3By definition, NC is a clause-bound phenomenon of multiple negation, according to which a 

combination of various negative constituents within a single clause (either a negative marker 

no ‘not’ plus one or several n-words, or a negative marker plus a ni-minimizer expression, or 

a combination of n-words and minimizers in pre- and post- verbal positions) is interpreted as 

a single negation at the level of logical form (cf. Labov 1972; Muller 1991; van der Wouden 

1994; Giannakidou 2000; de Swart and Sag 2002; Corblin and Tovena 2003; Corblin et al. 2004; 

Zeijlstra 2004; Floricic 2005; Espinal 2007, among others).
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the subordinate clause. In this study, we will refer to DN as a denial mechanism 

(Geurts 1998; see also Lee 2016 this volume). This means that an interesting con-

trast is revealed from (1). In those examples uttered with a simple rise-fall into-

nation (1)a’–b’, negation is construed compositionally: it is either expressed by 

an n-word alone, or by a preverbal n-word in combination with a preverbal nega-

tive marker (cf. resumption operation; Déprez 1997; de Swart and Sag 2002). 

Conversely, in those examples uttered with a rise-fall-rise intonation (1)a–b, 

negation is used to make a denial of a presupposition. As expected (Geurts 1998: 

275), this type of denial is escorted by a special (rise-fall-rise or contradiction) 

intonation contour, and the DN inference can be made explicit in the subsequent 

discourse, following a contrastive expression (e.g. de fet ‘in fact’). Thus, in (1)b 

the subsequent discourse could have the form in (2), where the symbol √ on the 

n-word marks the constituent with the contradictory contour and the parentheses 

indicate that ningú ‘nobody’ can be uttered in isolation or as part of a full sentence 

optionally containing the preverbal negative marker no ‘not’.

(2) CATALAN

((no) ha menjat postres). De fet, tothom ha menjat.

nobody not has eaten dessert of fact everybody CL has eaten

Example (2) is felicitous only as a reply to a relevant negative wh-question (e.g. 

Who has not eaten dessert?) and as a denial of an accessible existential presuppo-

sition on the part of the speaker (e.g. Somebody did not eat dessert).4 The concept 

of denial is relevant to our research because the examples that bear the 

4This meaning is in accordance with the fact that, from a syntactic perspective, preverbal n-words 

fail the tests of topichood (Vallduví 1993; Espinal 2007; RAE 2009). It should be noted that 

postverbal n-words are not appropriate replies to negative wh-questions, because the packag-

ing instruction of a wh-question requires the reply to the wh-expression in a prominent position. 

Therefore, (i b), although syntactically well-formed, is not informationally adequate. A predic-

tion from this contrast is that isolated n-words are closer to preverbal n-words than to postverbal 

ones.

(i) Q. Qui no ha menjat postres?

who not has eaten dessert

A. a. ((no) ha menjat postres)

nobody not has eaten dessert

b. #No ha menjat postres .

not has eaten dessert anybody
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contradictory contour are interpreted as conveying the rejection of a presupposition 

and yield a correction effect (i.e. a positive reading) as a conversational implicature 

(as already advanced for Catalan isolated n-words in Espinal and Prieto 2011).

For the moment, let us highlight that one of the central conclusions of this 

study will be the need for an approach to DN as the result of an inference-driven 

conversational implicature, arrived at by the effects of a special prosodic contour 

on n-words. Actually, traditional descriptive and prescriptive grammars for Catalan 

and Spanish (Solà 1973; Espinal 2002; Bosque 1980; Sánchez 1999; RAE 2009) 

only deal with DN in bi-clausal contexts, as well as in contexts where a sentential 

negative marker interacts with a morphological negative prefix. However, contrary 

to prediction, DN readings in clause-boundedness syntactic environments do exist, 

at least for Romance languages such as Italian (Zanuttini 1991, 1997; Corblin and 

Tovena 2003; Zeiljstra 2004), French (Corblin 1994, 1995, 1996; Corblin et al. 

2004), Romanian (Isac 2002; Falaus 2007), and Catalan (Tubau and Espinal 

2012).5 These studies, nonetheless, either address DN as a purely syntactic phe-

nomenon or else mention that a particular stress pattern and prosodic phrasing, 

both to be associated with a series of negative words in preverbal and postverbal 

position, are crucial to obtain a DN reading. Not much detail is given about the 

nature of the stress pattern in question, though.

Another group of studies aim at clarifying the effects of prosody on the inter-

pretation of DN in different kinds of negative utterances. See Jackendoff (1972) 

and Horn (1985, 1989) for the initial claim, with special reference to English, that 

metalinguistic negation employs a contradictory contour. It should be noted, how-

ever, that differences exist among the intonational patterns associated with DN 

in different natural languages (see, among others, Molnár 1998; Puskás 2006 for 

Hungarian; Huddlestone 2010 for Afrikaans; Tomioka 2010 for Japanese; Espinal 

and Prieto 2011 for Catalan). More generally, a number of studies in the litera-

ture show that prosodic cues guide meaning. This has been observed for polarity 

items (e.g. emphatic vs. non-emphatic n-words in Greek, and likewise strong and 

weak Negative Polarity Items in Dutch, Japanese and Korean; cf. Hoeksema 2010; 

Giannakidou 2010). Prosody has also been argued to distinguish scope of a quanti-

fier with respect to negation (Avesani et al. 1995; Giannakidou 2000; Baltazani 

2006, among others).

In this article, which extends Espinal and Prieto’s (2011) study beyond isolated 

n-words in two Non-Strict NC languages (Catalan and Spanish), we experimentally 

test how prosody interacts with syntax when conveying different interpretations in 

three different syntactic patterns: isolated n-words, preverbal n-word + no + V, and 

preverbal n-word + V. Therefore, the novelty of this study is triple, as (i) it empha-

sizes the role of prosody and its interaction with syntax and semantics in contexts 

other than isolated n-words, (ii) it shows the relevance of perception experiments for 

evaluating preferences on grammaticality judgments on the part of native hearers, 

5See Postal (2004) for some remarks on clause-bounded DN in English.
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and (iii) it compares results from two Romance languages that, in spite of being both 

Non-Strict NC languages, differ in the possibility of allowing preverbal n-words to 

co-occur with a preverbal negative marker—Catalan [n-word + no + V] (3), vs. 

Standard Spanish [n-word + *no + V], (4)—under a broad focus intonation.6, 7

6See, among the antecedents of our work: Corblin (1995, 1996) and Vinet (1998) on the interac-

tion between stress and contrastive focus in the interpretation of French n-words; Corblin and 

Tovena (2003) for French and Italian; Zanuttini (1991, 1997), Godard and Marandin (2007) for 

Italian; Baltazani’s (2006) study on the interaction of intonation and the pragmatic interpreta-

tion of negation in Greek; Falaus (2007) for the possibility of licensing DN in Romanian when 

two n-words co-occur within the same sentence and a special intonation contour applies to one 

of them; the work by Molnár (1998) and Puskás (2006, 2012) on DN, information structure and 

intonation in Hungarian; Huddlestone (2010) for the possibility of licensing DN in a sequence 

of negative indefinites in Afrikaans depending on the intonation contour; and Espinal and 

Prieto (2011) for the possibility of licensing a DN interpretation for isolated n-words in Catalan 

depending on the intonation contour. See also Merchant (2004: note 5), who suggests that a DN 

reading for full sentences (i.e. non-elliptical answers) in Greek relies on a particular intonational 

contour and discourse structure.
7Although it is generally claimed that preverbal n-words are incompatible with sentential no in 

Spanish, some forms of spoken Spanish in Paraguay, Argentina and Chile are reported to use the 

adverb no after an n-word (RAE 2009). Furthermore, the examples in this note show that in some 

forms of Basque Spanish preverbal n-words including subjects and preposed objects can take no 

(i), and that the negative marker is optional with a preverbal Topic n-phrase but obligatory if the 

preverbal n-phrase occurs to the left of a wh-complementiser (ii).

(i) a.

a.

nadie no sabe sobre eso.

here nobody not knows about that

b. Con este alcalde nada no tiene sentido.

with this mayor nothing not has sense

(Franco and Landa 2006: 35, exs. 4 and 5)

(ii) Ninguna de las disculpas que me des (no) me van a hacer cambiar

de

none of the excuses that me give not me go to make change

of opinion

b. A ninguno de ellos, dime no los invitaste a la fiesta.

to none of them tell.me why not theminvited.you to the party

- -7, exs. (8) and (11))

Examples such as (i) have not been reported to be possible in the Madrid area. Examples such as 

(ii) involve topicalization and, hence, are structurally different from the kind of data we consider 

in this paper.
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(3) CATALAN

(no) ha trucat.

nobody not has called

(4) SPANISH

Nadie (*no) ha llamado.

nobody not has called

Our goal is to account for the formal conditions that make it possible for 

n-words to be interpreted as meaning either ‘everybody’ or ‘everything’, in spite 

of their encoding a lexical type of negation (i.e. a zero meaning; Déprez 1997; 

Espinal 2000). We argue that this positive interpretation of n-words is obtained as 

the output of a denial mechanism.

This paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 1.1 we briefly present our assump-

tions regarding the semantic status of n-words in Catalan and Spanish and the 

distinction between lexically and syntactically encoded negation. We also charac-

terize the mechanism by which speakers arrive at a positive reading for n-words 

as an instance of denial when aided by prosody. Section 1.2 offers a description 

of the two prosodic contours which are encountered in correlation with a single 

negation reading or a DN interpretation. Section 2 presents the methodology and 

Sect. 3 the results of the two experiments that were run to investigate the impact of 

prosody in the interpretation of DN in Catalan and Spanish. Section 4 is devoted 

to the discussion of the results and the theoretical implications that follow from an 

analysis of negation that takes into account not only the relevant formal features of 

syntax and prosody, but also the form-meaning preferences of speakers and hear-

ers. Finally, Sect. 5 summarizes the conclusions of our study.

1.1  Theoretical Assumptions

In this section we present the theoretical assumptions on which we base our analysis, 

and we point at the need for an analysis of DN in NC languages as a case of denial.

1.1.1  n-words As Indefinites

We assume, following previous work by Zanuttini (1991) and Déprez (1997), that 

n-words have two components: a negative one and a quantificational one. We also 

follow van der Wouden and Zwarts (1993), Rooryck (1994), Martins (2000) and 

Espinal (2000) in considering that n-words have underspecified formal features 

and meaning. That is, n-words in Catalan and Spanish are assumed to be negative 

by virtue of being zero numeral indefinites.8 This allows them to occur in isolation 

8This idea should be contrasted with de Swart and Sag’s (2002) hypothesis that Romance 

n-words are polyadic negative quantifiers. As such, they are submitted to a resumption analysis to 

account for NC or single negation reading.
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holding a negative interpretation, as shown in (5) and (6). Conversely, the variable 

underspecified quantificational force accounts for the polarity interpretation of 

postverbal n-words and the quantificational interpretation of preverbal ones, as 

illustrated in (7) and (8).

(5) CATALAN

Q: Què has fet?

what have.2SG done

A: Res.

nothing

(6) SPANISH

Q: ha llamado?

who has called

A: Nadie.

nobody

(7) CATALAN

a. No he fet res.

not have.1SG done nothing

b. ha fet res.

nobody has done nothing

(8) SPANISH

a. No ha llamado nadie.

not has called nobody

b. Nunca han llamado a nadie.

never have called to nobody

The idea we pursue in this paper is that, independently of the presence or 

absence of an overt negative marker no, n-words are associated with a negative 

meaning because they express a lexically encoded negation in all contexts: in 

isolated n-words, in the combination of preverbal n-words with postverbal ones, 

and in postverbal n-words syntactically licensed by an overt sentential negative 

marker.

Examples (5)–(8) show that an overt negative marker no ‘not’ is not always 

required to express negation. Therefore, we assume that no NEGATIVE PHRASE 

(NegP) (Pollock 1989) needs to be postulated in the syntactic structures corre-

sponding to (5)A, (6)A, (7)b and (8)b. Actually, NegP is only assumed to be part 

of the syntactic structure if this contains an overt head no ‘not’ (see (1)b–b’, (2), 

(3), (7)a and (8)a). We refer to this second form of expressing negation, which is 

associated with the logical operator ¬, as syntactically encoded negation.
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According to what we have just said, we assume that the semantic represen-

tation for the Catalan sentence in (2), repeated here as (9), combines a lexically 

encoded negation with the logical operator. The corresponding sentence without 

the negative marker in (10) expresses lexical negation but no logical negation, and 

the isolated n-word in (11) only expresses the lexically encoded zero meaning.

(9) CATALAN

no ha menjat postres.

nobody not has eaten dessert

(10) ha menjat postres.

nobody has eaten dessert

(11)

nobody

These assumptions can be extended to sentences containing a preverbal n-word, 

the adverb no and a postverbal n-word: two n-words that encode a zero meaning 

are combined with the logical operator. This type of structure was also tested in 

the two experiments that we ran. See below Sect. 2.2.

(12) no ha menjat res.

nobody not has eaten anything

At this point, a crucial difference between Catalan and Spanish regarding how 

negation is encoded needs to be discussed. Catalan clearly displays both kinds of 

forms with preverbal n-words: either n-word + V or n-word + no + V. When nega-

tion is lexically encoded we find an unmarked syntactic structure, whereas when 

negation is syntactically encoded we find a marked syntactic structure. By contrast, 

in Spanish, like in Italian, preverbal n-words are reported to be incompatible with 

an overt negative marker, thus allowing only the unmarked syntactic pattern: 

n-word + V. However, as already advanced earlier in the paper, our study reveals 

that sequences introducing a marked syntactic form with both a preverbal n-word 

and a preverbal negative marker are not excluded by Castilian Spanish native speak-

ers/hearers, if a specific prosodic contour is associated with it and DN is intended.9

1.1.2  DN as Denial

In this paper we analyze the DN readings obtained when Catalan and Spanish 

n-words are associated with a particular intonation contour as the output of a cor-

rection and subsequent denial of a presupposition (Geurts 1998). This positive 

9Italian seems to behave like Spanish in this respect, as suggested by Jacqueline Visconti (p.c.).
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reading is rendered as a conversational implicature. In this section, we show that a 

distinction must be made between what is asserted and what is implicated, and that 

a DN interpretation is possible when the Answer contains an n-word, which is an 

indefinite expression, but not a proper name, which is a referential expression.

Take, for instance, the example in (13).

(13) CATALAN

Q: Qui no ha menjat postres?

who not has eaten dessert

A: En Joan (no ha menjat postres).

D Joan not has eaten dessert

In uttering this negative wh-question, the speaker of Q is assuming the existen-

tial presupposition that Somebody did not eat dessert. In the Answer, the speaker 

of A is asserting that Joan did not eat dessert and, therefore, confirming the speak-

er’s presupposition.

If the Answer of (13) is uttered with a contradictory intonation contour on ‘En 

Joan’, an extra piece of information is communicated besides the assertion that 

Joan did not eat dessert. Namely, that all individuals in the discourse domain but 

Joan have eaten dessert. This extra meaning is arrived at by first correcting the 

assumption that Somebody did not eat dessert as being Somebody other than Joan 

did not eat dessert and then negating this new assumption (i.e. There is not some-

body other than Joan that did not eat dessert). The resulting conversational impli-

cature is that All the set of individuals in the discourse domain have eaten dessert 

(i.e. everyone but Joan ate dessert).

In the case of (14), which contains an n-word in the Answer, the mechanism is 

the same. With an unmarked pronunciation, the speaker of A is asserting that Zero 

people have eaten dessert. The meaning is that of single negation.

(14) CATALAN

Q: Qui no ha menjat postres?

who not has eaten dessert

A: ((no) ha menjat postres).

nobody not has eaten dessert

If the n-word is uttered with the contradictory intonation contour, by con-

trast, the interpretation is preferably that of DN. We argue that this results from 

the interaction of the inherent negative meaning of the n-word with the correc-

tion/cancellation mechanism that the speaker of A applies to the speaker of Q’s 

assumption.
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(15) CATALAN

Q: Qui no ha menjat postres?

who not has eaten dessert

A: ((no) ha menjat postres).

nobody not has eaten dessert

That is, in uttering (15), the speaker of A is asserting that Zero people have 

eaten dessert but also correcting the speaker of Q’s assumption by supplying a new 

one, namely, that Somebody other than zero did not eat dessert and then denying it 

(i.e. There is not somebody other than zero that did not eat dessert). The conversa-

tional implicature is that All individuals in the discourse domain have eaten dessert 

(i.e. everyone ate dessert). Thus, we argue that when prosody interacts with syntax, 

a conversational implicature is inferred both in the examples that contain a proper 

name and in those that contain an n-word. The special semantics of n-words is 

what sets the difference between the two kinds of data, which supports that DN is 

not compositional in the cases we study in this paper but the output of a denial 

mechanism. It is the output of a discourse-oriented intonation that makes salient a 

negative contextual assumption on somebody’s side and, by forcing the interaction 

of the utterance containing an n-word with that negative assumption, it implies DN 

(i.e. a denial of that negative contextual assumption). Given that this reading is a 

non-compositional pragmatically-oriented (Horn 1985) inferable meaning, we con-

clude that it is to be achieved only in the process of utterance interpretation.10

1.2  Prosodic Contours

For the analysis of the Catalan and Spanish prosodic patterns, we assume the 

Autosegmental-Metrical (AM) model of prosodic structure (Pierrehumbert 1980; 

Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988; Ladd 1996, and others), and specifically the 

Cat_ToBI and the Sp_ToBI systems of prosodic annotation of oral corpora (Prieto 

2014; Prieto et al. 2015, for Catalan; Beckman et al. 2002; Prieto and Roseano 

2010; Hualde and Prieto 2015, for Spanish).11 In this model, intonational tunes 

consist of strings of one or more pitch accents (or pitch movements associated 

with metrically strong positions) plus boundary tones (or pitch movements associ-

ated with the edges of prosodic constituents).

10See Espinal and Prieto (2011) for an attempt to explain this task within Relevance Theory 

(Sperber and Wilson 1986/1995), which seeks to explain how hearers achieve optimal and rel-

evant readings in communication and interpretation.

11The reader can access the websites of the Cat_ToBI Training Materials and the Sp_ToBI 

Training Materials (Aguilar et al. 2009–2011a, b), which contain sound examples with labelled 

utterances and labelling exercises. It is intended to be a practical tool for learning how to label 

prosodically diverse Catalan and Spanish speech data.
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In this study we focus on the interaction of syntax with two prosodic contours, 

presented in the two panels in Fig. 1 for both Catalan (top panel) and Spanish (bot-

tom panel).

The contours on the left correspond to a broad focus statement intonation, pro-

duced with a L + H* L% intonation contour (i.e. a rise in the accented syllable fol-

lowed by a low tone associated with the end of the utterance). The contours at the 

right correspond to a contradictory contour, produced with a L + H* L!H% (i.e. 

a rising pitch accent L + H* associated with the accented syllable followed by a 

complex boundary tonal movement L!H% associated with the posttonic syllables).

Results from a recent experiment with isolated n-words in Catalan (Espinal and 

Prieto 2011) demonstrated that the intonation contour L + H* L!H% is a key factor in 

triggering a DN interpretation. This tune, also called ‘counterexpectational’ or 

Fig. 1  Waveform displays, spectrograms, f0 contours, and orthographic transcription of two reali-

zations of the Catalan target sentence Ningú (top) and the Spanish target sentence Nadie (bottom). 

The examples on the left show the pitch contours for the single negation reading (L + H* L%) and 

the examples on the right the pitch contour for the double negation reading (L + H* L!H%)
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‘contradictory tune’, is a specific intonation contour found both in Catalan and in 

Spanish that constrains information on the attitude of the speaker (see Prieto 2014 for 

Catalan; and Estebas-Vilaplana and Prieto 2010 for Spanish).12 In the specific Question-

Answer pairs analyzed by Espinal and Prieto (2011), these authors showed that speak-

ers also use this contour with a counter expectational meaning, to express a denial of a 

discourse-activated assumption, by means of which the listeners can infer a DN inter-

pretation. Arguably, the DN interpretation is triggered by the semantic meaning of the 

counter expectation pitch contour in this context, which has the function of correcting 

and then cancelling the negative assumption expressed in the negative question.

One of the hypotheses tested in this paper is whether an n-word associated with 

a L + H* L!H% intonation contour, both in isolation and in preverbal position, 

can be responsible for triggering an increase in DN interpretations rather than sin-

gle negations or NC readings.

2  Methodology

With the aim of testing how prosody interacts with syntax, we ran a set of percep-

tual identification experiments with listeners of Catalan and Spanish. Participants 

had to rate the Answers/stimuli as meaning either ‘nobody/nothing’, or ‘every-

body/everything’ for two target negative words (Cat. ningú and res, and Spa. nadie

and nada) produced in a discourse context by two pairs of subjects.

2.1  Participants

A total of 27 Central Catalan speakers (21 women and 6 men; mean age = 24.81; 

SD = 5.691) from the Barcelona area (mainly students of the Universitat Autònoma 

de Barcelona and the Universitat Pompeu Fabra) and 27 Peninsular Spanish speakers 

from the Madrid area (19 women and 8 men, mainly students of the Universidad 

Autónoma de Madrid; mean age = 22.89; SD = 5.117) participated in the 

experiment. For the Catalan participants, Catalan dominance was 85.19 % (Std. devi-

ation = 16.082), according to the speakers’ own reports of use of Catalan per day.13

12See also Fretheim (1996, 1998, 2002) for various studies on the role of intonation in inferential 

processing, in particular in facilitating the addressee’s selection of the most relevant accessible 

context. Escandell (1998) has argued that different intonation contours associated with Spanish 

interrogatives encode different procedural restrictions on inferring higher-level explicatures. 

See also Blakemore (2002) and Wilson and Wharton (2006) for more general studies within 

Relevance theory on the role of stress and intonation in procedural encoding.

13Our subjects were from the Central Catalan dialectal area of Catalonia, the dialect with the 

highest number of speakers, since it is commonly spoken in densely populated areas such as the 

whole of Barcelona and Girona regions, and the eastern half of Tarragona region. In Barcelona 

and other Catalan cities, both languages are used in everyday life and their use is highly depend-

ent on several sociolinguistic reasons, family origin, and personal profiles. For this experiment, 

we selected participants that were dominant in the Catalan language, though all subjects were 

proficient speakers of both Spanish and Catalan.
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2.2  Materials

To make sure that the target stimuli in our experiment were adequately placed in a 

situational context, we used Question-Answer pairs as test materials. Following our 

initial hypotheses, the target linguistic materials were planned taking into account the 

following four factors (two related to the Answer and two related to the Question):

• SYNTAX: syntactic structure of the Answer, either (i) an isolated n-word, (ii) a 

preverbal n-word followed by a negative marker in preverbal position and an 

optional n-word in postverbal position [preverbal + no] (e.g. Cat. Ningú no ha 

menjat res, Sp. Nadie no ha comido nada lit. nobody not has eaten nothing), or 

(iii) a preverbal n-word co-occurring with an optional postverbal n-word [pre-

verbal] (Cat. Ningú ha menjat res, Sp. Nadie ha comido nada lit. nobody has 

eaten nothing). The presence of this second postverbal n-word was determined 

by its presence in the Question.

• INTONATION: intonation contour of the Answer (L + H* L% vs. L + H* L!H%).

• WH-EXPRESSION: syntactic structure of the Question, containing either a simple 

wh-expression or a complex wh-expression (Cat. qui ‘who’ vs. qui és que ‘who 

is that’; Sp. quién ‘who’ vs. quién es que ‘who is that’).

• NEGITEM: number of negative items in the Question, either one or two (e.g. Cat. 

qui no ha menjat postres lit. who not has eaten dessert vs. qui no ha menjat res

lit. who not has eaten nothing; Sp. quién no ha comido postre lit. who not has 

eaten dessert vs. quién no ha comido nada lit. who not has eaten nothing).

Two examples of the target minidialogues that Catalan listeners heard are shown 

in (16) and (17). Both examples represent Question-Answer pairs that involve the 

negative word ningú: (16) illustrates a simple wh-word combined with one nega-

tive item in the Question and an isolated n-word in the Answer; (17) illustrates a 

complex wh-expression and two negative elements in the Question, and a prever-

bal n-word with the intonation a L + H* L!H% (for which we use the symbol 
√

) 

in combination with a postverbal n-word in the Answer.

(16) CATALAN

Q. Qui no ha menjat postres?

who not has eaten dessert

A. .

nobody

(17) CATALAN

Q. Qui que no ha menjat res?

who is that not has eaten nothing

A. ha menjat res.

nobody has eaten nothing

Everybody has eaten something
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Crucially, the target materials combined the four factors that we wanted to con-

trol for separately. For the Questions, we combined the WH-EXPRESSION factor (e.g. 

simple vs. complex wh-expression) with the NEGITEM factor (i.e. one negative ele-

ment in Q = no; or two negative elements in Q = no + {Cat. res ‘nothing’, cap

‘no’; Sp. nada ‘nothing’, ningún ‘no’}), for a total of four possible Questions per 

language. A sample of Catalan target Questions is given in (18).

(18) Target Questions combining WH-EXPRESSION and NEGITEM

Qui no ha menjat postres? [simple wh-expression, 1 neg item]

no ha menjat postres? [complex wh-expression, 1 neg item]

Qui no ha menjat res? [simple wh-expression, 2 neg items]

no ha menjat res? [complex wh-expression, 2 neg items]

For the Answers, we combined different syntactic structures with different 

intonation contours. We considered three different syntactic conditions: an iso-

lated n-word, a preverbal n-word followed by a preverbal negative marker plus an 

optional n-word in postverbal position [preverbal + no], and a preverbal n-word 

in preverbal position co-occurring with an optional n-word in postverbal position 

[preverbal]. The intonation contour of the Answer was either a broad focus intona-

tion or a contradictory intonation. This gives a total of ten possible Answers. We 

show a sample in (19).

(19) Target Answers combining SYNTAX and INTONATION

[isolated n-word, broad focus intonation]

[isolated n-word, contradictory intonation]

ha menjat res [preverbal + no, broad focus intonation]

ha menjat res [preverbal + no, contradictory intonation]

ha menjat postres [preverbal + no, broad focus intonation]

ha menjat postres [preverbal + no, contradictory intonation]

ha menjat res [preverbal, broad focus intonation]

ha menjat res [preverbal, contradictory intonation]

ha menjat postres [preverbal, broad focus intonation]

ha menjat postres [preverbal, contradictory intonation]

The target Answers (10 sequences) for the Catalan experiment with ningú were 

combined with the corresponding Questions so that they matched for direct object 

identity (either res ‘nothing’ or postres ‘dessert’). A total of 24 minidialogues were 

tested for ningú ‘nobody/everybody’ and res ‘nothing/everything’.

For Spanish one of the conditions was not included as a target response, namely 

the [preverbal + no, L + H* L%] (e.g. Nadie no ha comido postres lit. nobody not 

has eaten dessert, Nadie no ha comido nada lit. nobody not has eaten nothing). 

This is because preverbal n-words + preverbal no with a broad focus intonation 
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are perceived as ungrammatical sequences by both Spanish grammarians and 

native speakers of the Madrid area (see Footnote 7). Therefore, the total number 

of Spanish minidialogues was 20 for each n-word being tested, namely nadie

‘nobody/everybody’ and nada ‘nothing/everything’.

To generate the acoustic stimuli for the experiment, two native speakers of Catalan 

and two of Spanish were recorded by pairs in a quiet room at the Universitat Autònoma 

de Barcelona while producing the target minidialogues. After the recordings, the target 

utterances were prosodically inspected, checking that they conformed to their expected 

prosodic properties. Answers were produced in the two languages with the two target 

intonation contours tested in this article. On the one hand, the target n-words with a 

negative interpretation have the canonical broad focus statement intonation [L* L% 

or L + H* L% intonation contour, i.e. a fall (L*) or a rise (L + H*) in the accented 

syllable followed by a low tone at the end of the utterance (L%)]. On the other hand, 

the n-word with a DN interpretation is produced with the contradictory contour (a ris-

ing pitch accent L + H* associated with the accented syllable followed by a complex 

boundary tonal movement L!H%). The DN pronunciation also displays a longer dura-

tion of the word-final syllable of the n-word (see Fig. 1).

Figure 2 shows the waveform display, spectrogram, f0 contour, and ortho-

graphic and tonal transcriptions of the long Catalan sentence Res ens ha enviat 

cap proveïdor lit. nothing to.us has sent no provider, with a single negation read-

ing meaning ‘No provider sent us anything’ (top), and a DN reading meaning 

‘Providers sent us everything’ (bottom). As in the case of isolated negative items, 

the negative interpretation is related to the pronunciation of the target negative 

item with a L + H* L% pitch configuration, whereas the DN interpretation is 

related to the pronunciation with a L + H* L!H% intonation and to the longer 

duration of the negative item. The remaining part of the utterance, phrased as a 

separate unit, is pronounced with typical broad focus statement intonation.

Finally, the graph in Fig. 3 shows the waveform display, spectrogram, f0 con-

tour, and orthographic and tonal transcription of the Spanish sentence Nadie no ha 

comido postre lit. nobody not has eaten dessert, when paired with a DN reading 

‘Everybody ate dessert’.

As will be shown in Sect. 3, this dispreferred marked form [preverbal + no] in 

Spanish is paired with a DN when associated with a L + H* L!H% contour.

2.3  Procedure

For each language, the experiment was divided into two tasks, one for each n-word 

tested (Cat. ningú ‘nobody’, res ‘nothing’; Sp. nadie ‘nobody’, nada ‘nothing’). 

In each task, participants had to press either “N” (corresponding to the initial 

letter of ningú, nadie, nada) or “R” (initial letter of res), for the single negation 

interpretation, and the “T” key for the DN interpretation (since this reading can 

be paraphrased by means of the positive universal quantifiers: Cat. tothom ‘every-

body’, tot ‘everything’; and Sp. todos ‘everybody’, todo ‘everything’).
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Participants were tested individually in their target language, with the order 

of the tasks counterbalanced among participants. Each task was composed of 5 

blocks of repetition in which the entire set of stimuli was presented to the sub-

jects in a randomized order. The set was composed of 6480 data points for Catalan   

(2 N-WORDS × 24 MINIDIALOGUES × 5 blocks × 27 subjects) and 5400 for Spanish 

(2 N-WORDS × 20 MINIDIALOGUES × 5 blocks × 27 subjects).

Participants were first presented with the aims of the experiment and could 

hear a discourse context describing a specific situation. Afterwards, they were told 

that they would hear a series of short dialogues between two speakers, and that 

they had to interpret the response of the second speaker as meaning zero people/

Fig. 2  Waveform displays, spectrograms, f0 contours, and orthographic transcription of the 

Catalan target sentence Res ens ha enviat cap proveïdor produced with a single negation read-

ing ‘No provider sent us anything’ (first graph) and a DN reading ‘Providers sent us everything’ 

(second graph) by a Catalan native speaker
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things, or everyone/everything. The presentation was controlled by E-Prime 2.0 

(Psychology Software Tools Inc. 2009), which allowed us to record response 

frequencies automatically. Subjects were instructed to pay attention to the audi-

tory stimuli and decide which interpretation was more likely for each stimulus by 

pressing the corresponding computer key. The experiment lasted approximately 

40 min.

3  Results

Figure 4 shows the Mean Perceived DN (or proportion of DN responses) in the 

interpretation of Catalan ningú/res and Spanish nadie/nada, as a function of three 

types of response syntax and two types of response intonation.

By looking at Fig. 4, it is clear that the intonation of the Answer has a great ben-

efit to speech processing and a strong effect on the listener’s responses. Specifically, 

the presence of the special intonation pattern L + H* L!H% clearly leads to the 

activation of the DN/positive interpretations in all conditions. Yet, it is also clear 

that this effect is stronger in some conditions than in others, as will be discussed 

in Sect. 4. It should be noted that while in isolated n-words and in preverbal 

n-word + no the prosodic effect is significantly high, and even higher in Spanish, in 

preverbal position, the effect is much lower in both languages, which supports our 

assumption that lexical negation is to be distinguished from sentential negation.

With respect to the comparison between Catalan and Spanish, one of the most 

remarkable findings we have obtained is that the structure [n-word + no + V], 

Fig. 3  Waveform display, spectrogram, f0 contour, and orthographic transcription of the target 

Spanish sentence Nadie no ha comido postre with the only possible DN reading ‘Everybody ate 

dessert’ it allows
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which is often reported to be ungrammatical in Spanish (see (4), above), is not 

only not blocked by native hearers, but it is the most preferred under certain spe-

cific prosodic and contextual conditions, namely for conveying a DN interpretation 

(see (1)b).

In what follows we report the results of the statistical analyses separately for 

the isolated Answers and the preverbal Answers. We separated the data because in 

the isolated Answers no syntactic factor can be taken into account. A Generalized 

Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) analysis was conducted over the isolated n-words 

type of Answers, with PERCEIVED DN (single negation vs. double negation) as the 

dependent variable. The fixed factors were LANGUAGE, WH-EXPRESSION, NEGITEM, and 

INTONATION and all their possible combinations. Both N-WORD (the negative word 

used as item) and SUBJECT were set as crossed random factors. A main effect of 

INTONATION was found (F1,4304 = 643.926, p < 0.001), and also an effect of WH-

EXPRESSION (F1,4304 = 9.765, p = 0.002), but not for LANGUAGE (F1,92 = 0.523, 

p = 0.471) or NEGITEM (F1,4304 = 1.580, p = 0.209). No interaction was found to 

Fig. 4  Mean perceived DN (y axis) as a function of the three types of response syntax (x axis: 

isolated n-word, preverbal + no, and preverbal) and the two types of response intonation (light 

grey L + H* L%, dark grey L + H* L!H%). Upper panels represent the Catalan results and 

lower panels the Spanish results. Left panels represent the results of the ningú, nadie experiments 

and right panels the res, nada experiments
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be significant, with the exception of LANGUAGE × INTONATION (F1,4304 = 6.026, 

p = 0.014) and WH-EXPRESSION × INTONATION (F1,4304 = 4.813, p = 0.028).14

With respect to the analysis of the preverbal data, a GLMM analysis was con-

ducted over the two types of preverbal Answers, with PERCEIVED DN (single nega-

tion vs. double negation) as the dependent variable. The fixed factors were 

LANGUAGE, WH-EXPRESSION, NEGITEM, INTONATION, the presence or absence of a sen-

tential negative marker in the Answer (NEGMARKER: 0, 1), and all their possible 

combinations. Both N-WORD (the negative word used as item) and SUBJECT were set 

as random factors. A main effect was found for NEGMARKER (F1,7532 = 667.212, 

p < 0.001), INTONATION (F1,7532 = 549.753, p < 0.001), NEGITEM (F1,7532 = 19.795, 

p < 0.001) and LANGUAGE (F1,113 = 19.150, p < 0.001), but not for WH-EXPRESSION 

(F1,7532 = 0.461, p = 0.497). It should be noted that, whenever a postverbal 

n-word was part of the Question, the same n-word was also part of the Answer. 

Concerning interactions, only three combinations related to NEGMARKER were 

significant: NEGMARKER × NEGITEM (F1,7532 = 10.358, p = 0.001), 

NEGMARKER × INTONATION × WH-EXPRESSION (F1,7532 = 7.288, p = 0.007), and 

NEGMARKER × INTONATION (F1,7532 = 5.923, p = 0.015). None of the remaining 

paired interactions was found to be significant (please also note that interactions 

including NEGMARKER × INTONATION × LANGUAGE could not be analyzed because 

one of the conditions was not included as a target response for Spanish, namely 

the [preverbal + no, L + H* L%]). This means that the presence of a sentential 

negative marker in the Answer (NEGMARKER), L + H* LH% contours (INTONATION), 

and two negative elements in the Question (NEGITEM) triggered significantly more 

DN responses. Results also show that Spanish listeners responded more signifi-

cantly DN than Catalan listeners overall, mainly compensating the lack of the 

[preverbal + no, L + H* L%] condition.15,16

Consider Fig. 5 for the interaction between SYNTAX and NEGITEM, with the 

marked intonation contour L + H* L!H%, in both Catalan and Spanish.

Figure 5 shows how the number of negative items in the target A (1 or 2) affects 

the Mean Perceived DN for both Catalan and Spanish. As can be seen in the left 

14The LANGUAGE × INTONATION interaction means that Catalan listeners assigned significantly 

more DN meanings than Spanish speakers to the utterances produced with a L + H* L% contour. 

The WH-EXPRESSION × INTONATION interaction means that simple wh-expressions were associated 

with DN meanings significantly more than with complex ones when combined with L + H* L% 

answers; complex wh-expressions in Questions triggered significantly more DN responses when 

combined with a L + H* L!H% intonation.

15The first two interactions mean that the effect of NEGITEM was significant in all conditions 

except for [preverbal, simple wh-expression]. Finally, the third interaction means that the effect 

of INTONATION was larger when NEGMARKER = [preverbal] and vice versa, that is, that the effect of 

NEGMARKER was larger when INTONATION = [L + H* L!H%].
16In our study we also evaluated the effects of two factors that were included in our research 

experiments and which relate to the grammatical form of the Questions: namely, what we have 

called WH-EXPRESSION (i.e. the complexity of the wh-expression in the Question) and NEGITEM (i.e. 

the number of negative items in the Question). Although we cannot include these results here, 

due to space restrictions, the effects of these two conditions on the DN response rates are quanti-

tatively very small.
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panel, Catalan informants tend to interpret DN in the reply slightly more often 

when two negative items are used than when just one is present. This is also the 

case for preverbal n-words co-occurring with an optional n-word in postverbal 

position in Spanish (but not for n-word + no + V replies), which might be related 

to the different status of n-words in the two languages.

More significant is the result according to which overall Catalan speakers dis-

play more resistance to DN than Spanish informants. This is attested in all con-

texts and is to be related to the different behaviour of the two languages within the 

NC paradigm, and it might be showing the different status of n-words in the two 

languages (see Espinal and Tubau in press).

4  Discussion

In this section we discuss the results presented in the previous section, as well as 

their implications for a theory of natural language that aims at understanding how 

intonation interacts with syntax, and how hearers are able to accept and understand 

sequences that may be considered ungrammatical unless certain special conditions 

are met.

Fig. 5  Mean Perceived DN (y-axis) as a function of the two types of preverbal syntactic contexts 

(x-axis: preverbal n-word + no, and preverbal n-word) and a postverbal n-word. All the data refer 

to the marked intonation contour L + H*L!H%. The left panel is for Catalan, while the right one

is for Spanish
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The discussion of the results will provide a rationale for the existence of form-

meaning <f,m> pairs that are generally attested in the grammar of Catalan and 

only in a heavily constrained manner in the grammar of Castilian Spanish if cer-

tain prosodic and pragmatic conditions are satisfied. Under the assumption that 

hearers select the optimal interpretation for a given form, we account for the fact 

that Spanish hearers accept the form n-word + no and, as Catalan hearers do, 

interpret it as DN.

In the two sections that follow we separate the discussion on the interpretation 

of isolated n-words from the one corresponding to the interpretation of n-words in 

preverbal position.

4.1  Isolated n-words

The results of the perception experiments clearly indicate that in isolated conditions 

(see Fig. 4, isolated conditions) n-words produced with the contradiction intona-

tion contour L + H* L!H% tend to have a DN interpretation, both in Catalan and in 

Spanish (a mean of 75 % of the cases in Catalan and of 77 % in Spanish). Although 

results are very similar in the case of ningú/nadie ‘nobody/everybody’, better results 

are obtained for Spanish nada than for Catalan res ‘nothing/everything’. Likewise, 

the interpretation of DN for ningú ‘everybody’ is higher than for res ‘everything’. We 

suggest that these differences might be due to the phonological differences between 

nada and res on the one hand, and ningú and res on the other. While Spanish nada is 

a bisyllabic word with a trochaic stress pattern and Catalan ningú is a bisyllabic word 

with an iambic stress pattern, the Catalan n-word res is a monosyllabic word. The met-

rical differences between these words are very important at the time of superimpos-

ing the suprasegmental contour on them and, in fact, bisyllabic words prove to be the 

best prosodic candidates for the distinction between L + H* L% and L + H* L!H%, 

which can be more clearly discriminated. Conversely, monosyllabic words have to 

concentrate the complex rising-falling-rising pitch movement in just one syllable. 

Morphosyntactic differences (see Footnote 1) do not seem to play any role.

Another important issue to consider is that when we take the joint results for 

the isolated n-words in the two languages, the L + H* L% intonation results are 

not close to 0 (meaning ‘nobody, nothing’) in Fig. 4, as would be expected. Rather 

they have a mean of 38 % of DN responses. By contrast, with the intonation L + H* 

L!H% results have a mean of 75 % of DN responses (meaning ‘everybody, every-

thing’). In fact, it is expected that hearers do not systematically attribute a DN inter-

pretation to an isolated n-word pronounced with a L + H* L!H% intonation, because 

this is a marked interpretation associated with a marked intonation. However, it 

seems more surprising that when hearers process isolated n-words with a L + H* 

L% intonation, they do not pair systematically these sequences with a negative zero 

meaning, as would be expected from their lexical meaning, since this would be a 

negative meaning associated with an unmarked intonation (see Sect. 1.1.1).

In other words, hearers seem to be moderately uncertain as to what the most 

appropriate interpretation of isolated n-words is. Results indicate that it is 
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difficult for them to interpret isolated n-words, especially when the intonation is the 

unmarked one and they are used as replies to negative wh-questions. Why should 

this be the case? One possible answer is that these n-words are fragment answers in 

contexts of syntactic or semantic ellipsis of a negative question, which guarantees a 

compositionally-driven DN reading (Giannakidou 1998; Merchant 2001; Watanabe 

2004, among others). However, since the single negative reading is not discarded, 

another possible explanation is that, when no overt structure is available, hearers 

have more trouble interpreting n-words, even though they convey lexical negation, 

and this happens because, without the support of full sentential structures, hearers 

hesitate at the time of attributing an interpretation to these isolated n-words.

In general, this discussion leads to conclude that isolated n-words deserve a dif-

ferent syntactic representation from preverbal n-words, a conclusion that is borne 

out by, in Fig. 4, comparing columns 1 and 2 of each one of the four panels with the 

rest of the columns. Should isolated n-words have the same syntax as left peripheral 

n-words, with covert projections to fulfill the sentential structure, then similar 

results would be expected for these two in the Catalan and Spanish experiments. 

Since this is not what our experimental results reveal, we conclude that isolated 

n-words do not have the support of syntax for their interpretation. We hypothesize 

that their form consists merely of a syntactic category, Focus Phrase, and a specific 

intonation contour, either L + H* L% or L + H* L!H%; their meaning is conveyed 

by the interaction between the lexical negation encoded by the n-word and the 

accessibility to contextual assumptions, as constrained by prosody.17

This part of the study shows that an argumental n-word, used as an Answer 

to a wh-negative Question, can convey a DN or a single negation interpretation 

depending on certain formal conditions, summarized in (20).

(20) Q: wh-word + no + (n-word).

A: n-word [L+H* L%]

or

A: n-word [L+H* L!H%]

An n-word realized with a L + H* L!H% contradiction tune mostly conveys 

DN, whereas an n-word realized with a L + H* L% broad focus tune most com-

monly expresses single negation. We have thus replicated the results originally 

found only for Catalan (Espinal and Prieto 2011), now introducing a second NC 

Romance language, Spanish, and we have supported these authors’ conclusion that 

intonation plays an important role in the inferential processing of isolated n-words. 

Prosody contributes to distinguishing between what is explicitly asserted by the 

lexical meaning of the n-word, and what is implicated after a correction and denial 

17As an anonymous reviewer points out, if an ellipsis analysis of isolated n-words were assumed, 

it would be possible that more than one LF be assigned to the ellipsis site that is coherent with 

the antecedent, thus explaining why speakers hesitate when resolving ellipsis. However, this 

position would still not explain the crucial role of intonation in the perception of DN in Catalan 

and Spanish. Besides, it would also fail to account for the fact that DN arises only in pragmati-

cally relevant contexts.
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of an existential presupposition. The marked intonation contour signals that this 

mechanism has been applied.

4.2  Preverbal n-words

The results of the perception experiments have shown that both the prosodic fac-

tor and the syntactic factor are significantly relevant at the time of predicting the 

meaning of the negative responses. Both the presence of a contradiction tune and 

the preverbal + no structure lead to a clear activation of the DN interpretations in 

all conditions.

Let us first consider the preferred interpretations associated with preverbal 

n-words in both structures. Catalan and Spanish hearers can infer from preverbal 

n-words within a simple clause either a single negation reading or a DN interpreta-

tion, but they also show different preferences depending on the syntactic structure 

and the intonation pattern associated with the clause, which suggests that native 

speakers/hearers are aware of the convergence among certain form-meaning pairs 

and the lack of convergence among others. In addition, hearers have to balance 

their own demands when interpreting utterances with the demands of the speaker 

when producing utterances with a certain form, namely negative wh-questions. 

What is relevant to this discussion is that these two challenges (i.e. hearers’ aware-

ness of the convergence/divergence of certain form-meaning pairs, and the fact 

that hearers have to take into account the speakers’ demands) can be overcome 

under a bidirectional perspective to processes of optimization. Accordingly, fol-

lowing the postulates in Optimality Theory (Blutner 2000; de Hoop et al. 2010; de 

Swart 2010), we assume that hearers search for a process of interpretive optimi-

zation: given a particular form they evaluate what optimal meaning is associated 

with it. OT semantics takes forms as input and selects the optimal interpretation 

for the given expression as output.

In strong bidirectional OT, optimization over forms and meanings converges. 

Thus, whereas affirmative sentences usually do not take any particular marking, 

negative sentences always take a special form. In Non-Strict NC languages this 

negative form can be expressed either by a preverbal sentential marker, a prever-

bal n-word, or a postverbal n-word under the scope of either a preverbal negative 

marker or a preverbal n-word (or, in Catalan, both).

In processes of optimization over form-meaning pairs in NC languages a 

negative form is expected to be associated with a single negation: ⇁p. In NC 

languages this is the unmarked meaning corresponding to a negative form. 

This means that of the two sentential contexts we have considered (preverbal 

n-word + no, and preverbal n-word), the least marked pattern is the one with a 

preverbal n-word without no, and the most marked one has a preverbal no in addi-

tion to an n-word in preverbal position. This marked form should have an opti-

mal marked interpretation of DN: ⇁⇁p, built compositionally from the items of 
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the clause. However, it should be noted that, empirically speaking, marked forms 

are not always associated with marked meanings, since marked forms with a NC 

unmarked meaning abound in Catalan and are well-formed in certain varieties 

of Spanish (e.g. in Basque Spanish) as well as in topicalized constructions (see 

Footnote 7). On the other hand, it should also be noted that, under a strong bidi-

rectional OT approach, form-meaning pairs that do not converge or which are both 

marked should not exist at all, but, as we have shown, they also abound. Therefore, 

we have to move to a weak bidirectional OT in order to account for their existence.

The combination of a negative marker no (assumed to project NegP) and a pre-

verbal n-word (assumed to project FocusP) constitutes a marked structure, as there 

is a more simple way of expressing a negative sentence, which consists in avoiding 

the negative operator and merely encoding negation lexically. The marked syntac-

tic forms (with no) and the unmarked ones (without no) can be combined with two 

different intonation contours: L + H* L% and L + H* L!H%. The combination 

of an unmarked syntactic structure with L + H* L% is an unmarked form <f1>, 

whereas the combination of a marked syntactic structure with L + H* L!H% is a 

marked form <f2>.

Furthermore, we assume that in NC languages such as Catalan and Spanish the 

unmarked meaning <m1> associated with multiple expressions of negation within 

a simple clause is single negation or NC, whereas the marked meaning <m2> is 

DN (see also Larrivée 2016 this volume). With these combinations in mind, we 

associate form-meaning <f,m> pairs according to the following conditions:

(21) a. [n-word + no + V syntax and L+H*L% contour] & [single negation]

<f2,m1>

b. [n-word + no + V syntax and L+H*LH% contour] & [DN]

<f2,m2>

c. [n-word + V syntax and L+H*L% contour] & [single negation]

<f1,m1>

d. [n-word + V syntax and L+H*LH% contour] & [DN]

<f1,m2>

These four <f,m> pairs correspond to columns 3, 4, 5 and 6 in the graphs in 

Fig. 4 in Sect. 3. From these four combinations, the most optimal pair is the third 

one (21)c. Actually, there cannot be any other, since in Catalan and Spanish a 

preverbal n-word is all that is needed to encode negation in the simplest possi-

ble available form. The meaning associated with it is the expected single negation 

encoded lexically, or NC reading (if there is an additional postverbal n-word). This 

combination corresponds to the strongly optimal pair: there is no other better form 

to express this meaning, and there is no other better meaning corresponding to this 

form. Considering Fig. 4, note that this form-meaning pair corresponds to the low-

est column, since in this case hearers tend to interpret <f1> with a zero meaning, 

which is reflected with an almost 0 score in the graphs.

Contrasting with <f1,m1>, consider a marked form paired with a marked mean-

ing <f2,m2> as in (21)b. Notice that this is a marked form both from a syntactic 
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and a prosodic point of view: it is the most complex syntactic structure we have 

considered in our experiments combined with a contour that conveys the rejection 

of a presupposition and yields a correction effect, thus implying the denial of a 

presupposition held by the speaker of the Question. This marked form is paired 

with a marked meaning, as it triggers a DN/positive interpretation in languages 

that are expected not to have this option within clausal domains. As predicted 

from an OT analysis, the most marked <f2,m2> pair is the one that receives the 

highest percentage of DN interpretations (as shown in column 4 of all diagrams 

in Fig. 4). <f2,m2> is claimed to be a weakly optimal pair: it is “optimal” because 

it combines adequately a marked form with a marked meaning, and it is “weakly” 

optimal because extra syntactic and prosodic conditions are required for the hearer 

to be able to infer an interpretation, mainly DN.

Comparing the Spanish and Catalan results in Figs. 4 and 5, it seems that 

Spanish hearers are more confident than Catalan hearers when attributing a DN 

interpretation to a marked form. This result may follow from the fact that Spanish 

speakers were not given stimuli consisting of preverbal n-words + no + V with 

L + H*L% contour, and that n-words are more quantificational than in Catalan. 

Catalan hearers are more resistant than Spanish hearers to interpreting DN, both 

under the SYNTAX factor (i.e. preverbal + no vs. preverbal) and under the NEGITEM 

factor (i.e. under the explicit presence of a postverbal n-word), because in the 

absence of a marked intonation contour triggering DN, the grammar of Catalan 

strongly constrains a NC reading. Furthermore, the results obtained show that 

Castilian Spanish hearers do not reject marked forms preverbal + no. However, 

they interpret them as a presupposition denial.

In addition to the strongly optimal and the weakly optimal pairs, two more 

combinations have been under scrutiny in this piece of research. These are combi-

nations in which either the form or the meaning are marked, 

namely <f2,m1> and <f1,m2>. They must be considered suboptimal pairs because, 

in spite of the fact that they are not blocked (i.e. grammar generates these 

sequences), they are less reliable for the purposes at hand. That is, hearers prefer 

an unmarked form to be associated with an unmarked meaning (compare the 

height of column 5—(21)c—to that of column 3—(21)a), and they prefer a 

marked form to be associated with a marked meaning (compare the height of col-

umn 4—(21)b—to that of column 6—(21)d). Nevertheless, what is important is 

that in natural languages both optimal and suboptimal pairs are not only produced 

by speakers, but also interpreted by hearers, obeying specific preferences.18

The picture that emerges reflects preference relations in form-meaning negative 

expressions, which are best accounted for in a weak bidirectional optimization. 

This idea is expressed in Fig. 6, from de Swart (2010: 69, 233).

18With respect to <f2,m1> pair, it should be noted that our experiments did not provide results for 

Spanish, the reason being that preverbal + no structures are really almost non-existent in Spanish 

(apart from Basque Spanish) and that speakers show confusion when computing them. Laka 

(1990: 116) also points out that sentences of the sort exemplified by Nadie no ha venido (lit. 

nobody not has come) can only be interpreted as expressing DN (‘Everybody came’).
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In Fig. 6, <f1>, is always preferred over <f2>, and <m1> is always preferred 

over <m2>, as shown by the two arrows pointing towards <f1,m1>, the strongly opti-

mal pair. Also two arrows are pointing away from <f2,m2>, because this is the most 

marked combination, and would be blocked by grammar if we were only to consider 

semantic meanings determined by syntactic structures. However, <f2,m2> arises as 

a weakly optimal pair because there is no superoptimal pair that has either a better 

form or a better meaning. Note that these two optimal <f,m> pairs do not compete 

with one another because they differ in form and meaning.

The suboptimal pair <f1,m2> has a simpler form than <f2,m2>. 

Similarly, <f2,m1> has a default and simpler meaning than <f2,m2>, as shown by 

the two arrows pointing away from <f2,m2>. In addition, <f1,m2> and <f2,m1> lose 

against <f1,m1> because the latter has a better form for the NC meaning and a 

better meaning for the simplest form. <f1,m2> and <f2,m1> are suboptimal pairs 

because they are neither optimal to express DN nor NC.

5  Conclusions

This study explored the interaction of negation and prosody. Perception experi-

ments were designed to obtain comprehension judgments (single negation vs. DN) 

of spoken utterances containing n-words, either in isolation or in preverbal posi-

tion (with or without a preverbal negative marker) in Catalan and Spanish.

These experiments have proved that syntax and prosody interact, and that dif-

ferent intonation contours constrain access to contextual assumptions in different 

ways. DN in NC languages can be inferred not by classical compositional means, 

but as the output of inferential processes. We have proved that a DN/positive read-

ing may be inferred in association with specific negative linguistic forms, and that 

it responds to specific preferences made by speakers/hearers when processing 

utterances that are highly marked both syntactically and prosodically. This sug-

gests that DN in simple sentences in NC languages is the output of a presupposi-

tion denial inferred at the time of utterance interpretation.

Second, we have shown that native speakers/hearers react differently when 

interpreting isolated n-words, preverbal n-words + no, and preverbal n-words as 

answers to negative wh-questions. We have supported the hypothesis that n-words 

encode lexical negation, which is to be distinguished from syntactically encoded 

negation. Furthermore, we have shown that combining the different syntactic 

Fig. 6  Weak bidirectional optimization
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environments under study with a L + H* L!H% intonation contour forces an inter-

pretation beyond what is asserted by lexical items. In this context, DN is a conver-

sational implicature and the L + H* L!H% contour is highly relevant to indicate 

that some background knowledge of the speaker of the Question has been cor-

rected and denied.

Our results question the view that isolated n-words are full sentences. On the 

one hand, when associated with L + H* L!H%, they show the highest percentage 

of DN, but when associated with L + H* L% they also show the highest departure 

from single negation. It is thus clear that intonation contours encode different con-

straints on the communicated proposition and guide the enrichment of the linguis-

tic content associated with an n-word occurring in isolation. We, therefore, suggest 

that isolated n-words in Answers have a different syntax from preverbal n-words.

Third, we have shown that speakers/hearers of Catalan and Spanish show 

various preferences on form-meaning pairs, which means that there is not a sin-

gle <f,m> pair, but four possible combinations. At the time of conveying DN 

readings more clear-cut results were obtained when the preverbal n-word in com-

bination with L + H* L!H% preceded a full sentence with a negative marker in 

preverbal position, whereas when conveying single negation best results were 

obtained for preverbal n-words in combination with L + H* L% and no prever-

bal negative marker. By definition, syntax alone within clause-bounded domains in 

NC languages is not sufficient to encode DN. Prosody alone, as we have observed 

from isolated n-words, contributes to DN by guiding the hearer/listener in the 

interpretation of an n-word in context. Prosody and syntax in combination offer 

a joint set of clues to the hearer on how to interpret a given sequence, and among 

the possible combinations one is optimal for DN and one is optimal for single 

negation.

Moreover, we conclude that bidirectional optimization semantics is an adequate 

model to account for preferences in <f,m> pairs. This model captures the intuition 

that, when hearers interpret an input, they not only rely on their own perspective, 

but also on the speaker’s perspective (mainly, the intonational contour with which 

a given sequence is pronounced). Our results show that suboptimal pairs, which 

combine either a marked form with an unmarked meaning, or an unmarked form 

with a marked meaning are more difficult to interpret.

Fourth, we have found that hearers infer DN interpretations more easily in 

Spanish than in Catalan. On the one hand, the slightly different results in iso-

lated n-words have been attributed to the particular phonological structures that 

these items have in the two languages. They might also be due to the differences 

in the semantic status of n-words in Spanish and Catalan (Espinal 2000; Espinal 

and Tubau to appear). On the other hand, the different results in preverbal posi-

tion can be due to the fact that the grammar of Castilian Spanish does not allow 

the n-word + no + V pattern and, therefore, the only possible way for hearers of 

this variety to interpret such a construction is by associating it with a DN reading. 

By contrast, since the Catalan grammar allows the structure n-word + no + V to 

be associated with a NC reading, this structure cannot be given a DN reading as its 

only interpretation.
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Finally, our study has crucial implications for the architecture of grammar 

and, in particular, for our understanding of the PF-LF and the grammar-cognition 

interfaces. Under standard assumptions of generative grammar, PF and LF rarely 

interact, and if they do so, a specific unidirectionality between these components is 

assumed: LF is calculated first and determines PF (Bobaljk and Wurmbrand 2012: 

416). Our results, however, support the conclusion that specific intonation con-

tours associated with isolated and preverbal n-words constrain meaning, suggest-

ing that PF constrains some representation of meaning and, hence, challenging the 

design of grammar that has been assumed in the generative literature. On the other 

hand, connecting these results with independent research showing that prosodic 

contours interact with gesture when conveying a DN interpretation (Prieto et al. 

2013) sounds appealing. Once all these findings are connected, the need to rethink 

the design of language arises.
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